MISSION SUPPORT –
Group – (A) Executive Committee Liaison-Ken Ritucci
  ADVANCED - CH Ray Brendzy; VC, Jeremy Butler
  BASIC AND MAINSTREAM - CH, Dana Schirmer; VC, Michael Braithwaite
  CHALLENGE - CH, Sue Curtis; VC, Bill Van Melle
  COMMITTEE FOR COMMUNITY DANCE- CH, Bob Riggs; VC, Mike Preskitt
  PLUS - CH, Skip Cleland; VC, Masaharu “Doc” Hiraga

Group – (B) Executive Committee Liaison-Bob Riggs
  APPLICATIONS REVIEW - CH, Tim Crawford; VC, (vacant)
  CHOREOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS - CH, Dottie Welch; VC, Doren McBroom
  CHOREOGRAPHIC REVIEW COORDINATOR - Ed Foote
  DEFINITIONS - CH, Guy Steele; VC, Dottie Welch;
  SOCIAL SQUARE DANCING – CH Noah Siegmann; VC, Barry Johnson

PRIORITY SUPPORT - Executive Committee Liaison-Ted Lizotte
  ACCREDITED CALLER-COACH - CH, Ken Ritucci; VC, Tom Miller
  CALLER TRAINING - CH, Betsy Gotta; VC, John Marshall
  MARKETING - CH, Jack Pladdys; VC, Justin Russell
  PUBLIC RELATIONS – CH, Wendy VanderMeulen; VC, Tom Rainer
  SOCIAL CONNECTIONS – CH. Mike Seastrom; VC, David Mee
  WAYS & MEANS - CH, Juli Burr; VC, John Sloper

MEMBERSHIP SUPPORT - Executive Committee Liaison-Buddy Weaver
  CALLERS PARTNERS - CH, Allynn Riggs, VC, Ri-Shea Schlitter
  HISTORY-CH, Pam Clasper; VC, Jim Mayo
  INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY - CH, Tom Rainer;
    VC, Sweden, Finland, Denmark and Norway – Hanna Tenenbaum; VC, Great
    Britain - Trevor Day; VC, Australia and New Zealand - Graham Elliot ; VC,
    Netherlands and Belgium- Piet Walhout; VC, Austria, France and Switzerland -
    Jeannette Stauble; VC, Japan – Hiroshi Nakagawa; VC, Czech Republic and
    Russia - Tomas Doug Machalik; VC, Taiwan – (vacant); VC, Germany - Oliver
    Kuester; VC, Western Canada -Lorne Smith; VC Eastern Canada – Dottie Welch.
  KNOWLEDGE BASE –CH, Barry Clasper; VC, Kris Jensen
  MUSIC PRODUCERS – CH, Shauna Kaaria; VC, Ted Lizotte
  NEW CALLERS- CH, Vernon Jones; VC, Denise Carbonell
  PAST CHAIRMAN- CH, Ken Ritucci
  PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT – CH, Ken Ritucci
  WOMEN IN CALLING - CH, Susan Morris, VC, Kris Jensen

OUTREACH (LIAISON) – Executive Committee Liaison – Home Office
  ARTS – Betsy Gotta
  HANDICAPABLE – Charlie Wheatley
  RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT- Pam Clasper